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1. Introduction ∗ 
 

Pazar Laz (PL), which is an endangered South Caucasian language spoken in Northeastern Turkey, 
has a verbal prefix, namely {i-}, which exhibits syncretism in that it occurs in three different 
constructions. I refer to this verbal prefix as the expletive pre-root vowel (EPRV henceforth). In (1), we 
see an instance of the EPRV being used in a reflexive construction. Specifically, in (1a) the direct 
object is understood to be co-referential with the subject of the clause and in (1b) the subject is 
understood to be the beneficiary of the action s/he is carrying out. (2), on the other hand, illustrates the 
use of the EPRV in an unergative clause. And lastly, (3) is an example in which the EPRV occurs in a 
passive construction. 
 
(1)  Reflexives 

 a. Ali-k      ekrani-s        i-dzir-u.    b. Ali-k     oxori            i-kod-um-s. 
     Ali-erg   screen-loc   EPRV-see-PST.3sg      Ali-erg  house.nom   EPRV-build-TS-3sg     

          ‘Ali saw himself on the screen.’             ‘Ali is building a house for himself.’   
 
(2) Unergatives          
       Ali-k    i-nçir-am-s.                        
       Ali-erg EPRV-swim-TS-3sg                   
       ‘Ali is swimming.’              
 
(3) Passives 

Nek’na      ge-i-nk’ol-e-n. 
door.nom  PV-EPRV-close-TS-3sg 
‘The door is being closed (by someone).’ 
 
There are two main lines of arguments regarding the status of the EPRV in literature. It has either 

been analyzed as a specific type of voice head (reflexive or middle; La Croix 2012), or as an argument 
that saturates certain argument positions (Öztürk & Taylan 2017, Nash 2016 for Georgian). Building on 
the latter kind of analysis, the main purpose of the present study is to provide a uniform analysis for the 
syncretism and the interpretation of the EPRV. Specifically I argue that the EPRV saturates certain 
argument position syntactically and it does so only syntactically but crucially not semantically. Based 
on these, I show that due to its semantically vacuous nature the EPRV appears to lead to different kinds 
of valency changes by occupying different syntactic positions, but it is indeed itself not a voice head. 

This study is organized as follows. In §2, I focus on the reflexive constructions and argue that the 
EPRV functions as the complement of the predicate and the reflexive interpretation arises not as a 
result of syntactic binding but of its semantically void nature. In §3, following Öztürk & Taylan (2017), 
I extend this analysis to unergatives and show that unergatives also bear a reflexive interpretation, 
which is established in the same way as proposed for regular reflexives. In §4, I turn to passives and 
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show that the EPRV is an expletive rather than a pronominal, occupying the external argument position 
in the case of passives. §5 discusses the predictions and implications that follow from the proposed 
analysis. Lastly, §6 summarizes and concludes the discussion. 

 
2. Reflexives: EPRV in the Complement of VP 

 
The first use of the EPRV is its use as the so-called verbal reflexive marker. In the transitive clause 

in (4a), there is an overt direct object and crucially there is no EPRV. (4b), on the other hand, is the 
reflexive version of the sentence in (4a) and the main verb is prefixed with the EPRV. Due to this kind 
of its use, the EPRV is traditionally referred to as a verbal reflexive marker and analyzed as a valency 
reducing voice head (Öztürk & Pöchtrager 2011, La Croix 2012). However, I challenge this traditional 
description and analysis and argue that the EPRV is not a valency changing or more specifically 
valency reducing voice head, which absorbs certain arguments. In other words, I argue that the EPRV 
does not have a reflexive interpretation, and indeed it is semantically void. 
 
(4) a. Amedi-k    Ali    ekrani-s    dzir-u.           b. Amedi-k       ekrani-s       i-dzir-u.             
         Ahmet-erg  Ali   screen-loc  see.PST.3sg       Ahmet-erg    screen-loc   EPRV-see-PST.3sg            
        ‘Ahmet saw Ali on the screen.’                     ‘Ali saw himself in the mirror.’  
 

In doing so, I follow the main idea proposed by Lidz (2001) for the so-called verbal reflexive 
marker in Kannada. Lidz shows that the verbal marker –konda in Kannada as seen in example (5) 
should not be analyzed as a reflexive marker, which absorbs certain arguments and reduces the valency 
of the verb in this way. This is evidenced by the fact that the overt object argument, namely the 
reflexive pronoun, can optionally occur in the sentence bearing the accusative case. Details aside, Lidz 
argues that the so-called verbal reflexive marker in Kannada does not have a reflexive interpretation 
and indeed it does not have any semantic interpretation at all. Instead, it simply implies that one of the 
arguments is not matched with a thematic role. 
 
(5) Hari-yu        (tann-annu)     hode-du-konda. 
      Hari-NOM    (self-acc)       hit-PP-REFL 
     ‘Hari hit himself.’            (Kannada; Lidz 2001: 40) 

 
Following a similar kind of insight, I argue that the EPRV is not a verbal reflexive marker and it 

does not bear reflexive interpretation. In doing so, I follow the analysis proposed in Öztürk & Taylan 
(2017), who argue that the EPRV functions as an argument occupying the complement position of a 
predicate as schematized in (6) (see Nash 2016 for a similar analysis in Georgian). 

 
(6) Reflexives                 
                                         vP  

                      3            
                  Initiator             v’ 
                    DP         3 
                                VP                  v 

                               3 

                        Undergoer         V 
                    EPRV {i -}      
 
The first piece of evidence for this comes from the data in (7). (7) shows that the EPRV is mutually 

exclusive with the reflexive pronoun1. In other words, there is two main ways to derive sentences with a 
reflexive interpretation in PL. One can either use a reflexive pronoun as seen in (7a), or the verb can be 

1 Öztürk & Taylan (2017) illustrate this fact with another reflexive pronoun, namely çendi, which is borrowed from 
Turkish. However, there are significant differences between this pronoun and the Laz origin reflexive pronoun as 
will be shown later in §4.  
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marked with the EPRV as shown above in (4b) but crucially not both at the same time as seen in (7b). 
This shows that the EPRV and the reflexive pronoun occupy the same syntactic position hence they are 
mutually exclusive as opposed to the case in Kannada.  

(7) a. Ali-k         ti-muşi     bğ-um-s.                           b. Ali-k       (*ti-muşi)  i-bğ-um-s. 
         Ali-erg      self           shave-PST.3sg                     Ali-erg       self          EPRV-shave-PST.3sg 

 ‘Ali is shaving himself.’                              ‘Ali is shaving himself.’ 
 
The second piece of evidence against the voice head analysis for the EPRV comes from the 

morphological and case-related facts. In PL, reflexives formed with the EPRV pattern with transitives 
in terms of the morphological markings that appear on nominal arguments and also the verbs. Table 1 
illustrates these similarities. Note that a valency reducing voice head analysis for the PRV cannot 
account for these morphological similarities. 
 
Table 1: Morphological markings on non-unaccusative patterns (adapted from Öztürk & Taylan 2017) 
 

EPRV Argument Structure Case 3sg 
∅- Transitive Ergative -s 

i- Reflexives (&Unergatives) Ergative  -s 

 
As for the interpretation of the EPRV, following the analysis proposed by Wood (2015) for the 

Icelandic –st clitic, I argue that the EPRV is semantically null, that is, it is an identity function. 
Although it is semantically vacuous and it does not have any reflexive interpretation, it still gives rise to 
a reflexive interpretation. This is shown in the derivation provided in (8b) for the sentence in (8a). 
Functioning as an expletive, the EPRV only syntactically saturates the direct object position. Since it is 
simply an identity function, the verb ‘see’ remains as an open predicate when it combines with the 
EPRV, i.e. it is of type <e, <st>>. The VP then combines with the little v head via Predicate 
Conjunction because little v is also of the same type, namely <e, <st>>. And, this operation yields a 
reflexive interpretation because the argument of both ‘see’ and AGENT are bound by the same variable 
after Predicate Conjunction applies. Therefore, when the external argument is merged in the SpecvP, it 
gets to be interpreted as both the agent and the theme of the seeing event. 
 
(8) a. Ali-k        i-dzir-u.  
         Ali-erg     EPRV-see-PST.3sg 
        ‘Ali saw himself.’     
 
       b.                                    vP 
                       λes. AGENT (Ali,e) Λ see (Ali, e) 

                       3 
         DPAGT/THEME      v’ 
       Ali                 AGENT/THEME 

                         ‘Ali’           λxe. λes. AGENT (x,e) Λ see (x, e)    [Predicate Conjunction] 
                              3 

                                       VP                       v  
                                 THEME                               AGENT 

                                       λye.λes. see (y, e)     λxe.λes. AGENT (x,e) 
                        3 

      EPRV        V        
                                   ‘i-’               THEME           

                          λP.P               -dzir-              
                                       ‘see’ 

                                     λye.λes. see (y, e) 
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A crucial thing to note here is that being semantically void, the EPRV cannot satisfy any thematic 
role, which makes it necessary that any of such theta roles need to get passed up to the tree to the next 
higher argument position, giving eventually rise to the reflexive interpretation. Wood (2015) informally 
refers to this process as ‘passing a theta role up the tree.’ Also notice that the reflexive interpretation 
here arises as a result of i) the semantically null nature of the EPRV, and ii) the way how the derivation 
proceeds, but crucially not by syntactic binding as argued by Öztürk & Taylan (2017), who treat the 
EPRV as an anaphor in these cases.  
 
3. Unergatives: Not a Puzzle! 
 

There are reasons to argue that unergatives can receive the same kind of analysis like the one 
proposed for the reflexives above. First of all, unergatives in PL also pattern with transitives and 
reflexives in bearing an ergative case marked subject as represented in (9). 
 
(9) a. Ali-k     çai             mo-ğ-am-s.              b. Ali-k       i-nçir-am-s.  

  Ali-erg   tea.nom    hither-bring-TS-3sg             Ali-erg    EPRV-swim-TS-3sg 
  ‘Ali is bringing tea.’                             ‘Ali is swimming.’ 
 
Secondly, it is noted in the literature (Öztürk & Taylan (2017) for Laz and Nash (2016) for 

Georgian), that unergatives in PL do not take cognate objects so the cognate object nciri ‘sleep’ cannot 
be introduced into the sentence in (10), which is reminiscent of the mutual exclusivity between the 
reflexive pronouns and the EPRV. These two facts show that unergatives in PL pattern with both 
transitives and reflexives.  And indeed it is argued in the literature that unergatives in PL are transitive 
internally caused accomplishment where the external arguments are co-referential with the undergoer. 
Therefore, a sentence like ‘Ali is walking’ is interpreted as ‘Ali is walking himself’. 
 
(10) Ali-k       (*nciri)            i-ncir-s.  
        Ali-erg      sleep.nom     val-sleep-pres3sg 
        ‘Int: Ali sleeps a sleep.’             (Öztürk & Taylan 2017: exp. 29) 
 

Following these analyses, I also argue that the EPRV occupies the undergoer position of the 
unergatives as in (11), and the reflexive interpretation is established in the same way as in the case of 
reflexives shown in the previous section. One also needs to posit that the unergatives obligatorily select 
for the EPRV as opposed to transitives, which are also compatible with full DP arguments. Note that a 
valency reducing voice head analysis for the EPRV runs into problems in accounting for the similarities 
between the unergatives and reflexives and transitives. Therefore, the use of the EPRV with unergatives 
would remain as a puzzle for this type of an analysis. However, under the ‘EPRV as an argument
analysis’, these facts are readily accounted for.  

 
 (11)                                            vP                

                    3           
                      Initiator              v’ 

 3 
    VP                  v 

                 3 

     Reflexives/Unergatives Undergoer      V    
EPRV {i -}         

4. Passives: EPRV in Spec vP 

The third environment where the EPRV occurs is the passive constructions. In (12a) there is a
transitive clause where there is no EPRV. In (12b), on the other hand, the external argument is missing
and the EPRV is attached to the verb (Öztürk & Taylan’s examples (35a) and (35c) respectively).  
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 (12) a. Ali-k    ham metali           ndrikh-um-s.           b. Ham metali            i-ndrikh-e(r)-n. 
            Ali-erg this  metal.nom    bend-TS-pres3sg           this   metal.nom    EPRV-bend-TS-pres3sg 

‘Ali is bending this metal.’              ‘This metal is being bent.’ 

I argue that the EPRV in passives occupies the SpecvP position as opposed to the case in reflexives 
and unergatives, as shown in (13). And being semantically void, it syntactically but not semantically 
saturates the external argument position, giving the effect that there is argument reduction (c.f. Öztürk 
& Taylan 2017).  
	  
 (13)                   PassiveP     
                            3  
                        vP                 Passive 

           3   
        Initiator             v’ 

            i-=EPRV  3 
                     VP                v 

                   3 

Undergoer          V 
            (DP) 

Let us now take a look at the derivation in (14) for the sentence in (12b), to see how the derivation 
of passives proceeds under this analysis2. 
 
(14)   
                                           PassiveP 
                λes.∃xe. AGENT (x,e) Λ ANIMATE(x) Λ bend (this metal, e) 
                3 
            vP                    Passive 
                    AGENT                        λf<e <s t>>. λes.∃xe [f(x)(e) Λ ANIMATE(x)] 
λxe. λes. AGENT (x, e) Λ bend (this metal, e)    
                   3 
    EPRV                  v’ 
       i-                AGENT 
   λP.P      λxe.λes. AGENT (x, e) Λ bend (this metal, e)  [Event Identification] 
               3 
         VP                     v 
      λes. bend (this metal, e)     AGENT 
      3          λxe.λes. AGENT (x, e) 
     DP         V       
     4          THEME 
           ham metali       ndrikh 
           ‘this metal’      ‘bend’ 
                                  λye. λes.bend (y, e) 
 

Here, the metal-bending event combines via Event Identification with the little v head, which also 
introduces the agent theta role. The EPRV then is inserted in the Spec vP. However, since it is 
semantically vacuous it simply passes the denotation of its sister, namely v’, to its mother, namely vP. 
More importantly, since the EPRV is semantically null, it cannot bear the thematic relation introduced 
by the (agentive) v head. This being the case, the AGENT role remains unsaturated, and the derivation 
is expected to crash. To prevent this, Passive voice head is inserted right above vP, in which case the 

2 Note that the implied agents of passives are restricted to animate and agentive entities in PL.  
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AGENT role can be introduced even with the EPRV in Spec vP because that role can be saturated by 
the existentially closed variable.  

These constructions were analyzed as cases of impersonals whereby the EPRV is treated as an 
implicit impersonal pronoun. Recall also that in the case of reflexives, the EPRV is treated as an 
anaphor under Öztürk & Taylan’s account (2017). However, I challenge this non-uniform treatment of 
the EPRV and argue that it has only one meaning, i.e. it is an identity function. For this purpose, I first 
show that there is robust evidence showing that the EPRV is not a pronominal, and then I show that the 
constructions examined in this section should be analyzed as passives rather than impersonals. 

The example in (15a) shows that the EPRV cannot act as a binder because the generic pronoun 
koçi ‘one’ cannot be bound by the EPRV as evidenced by the ungrammaticality of the co-indexation 
between the two. Moreover, (15b) shows that the EPRV does not bear any ϕ-features because the verb 
agrees with the object rather than the EPRV, in which case we would expect to find default (3rd person) 
agreement. These two facts show that the EPRV does not qualify as a pronominal element (either weak 
or strong in the sense of Landau 2010).  

 
(15) a. Koçi   i-mskv-e-n.                                        b. Si               i-tzam-e-r/*-n.  

     one    EPRV-praise-TS-3sg                                you.abs      EPRV-shoot-TS-2sg/3sg 
     i. ‘One praises one.’              ‘You are being shot.’  
     ii. ‘*Onei praises onei.’   
 
Going back to the discussion regarding whether the above constructions are passives or 

impersonals, there is evidence showing that the former kind of analysis is on the right track. First piece 
of evidence for this is that these constructions do not necessarily get a human interpretation. Legate et 
al. (To appear) argue that impersonals obligatorily bear a human interpretation as shown in the Turkish 
example (16a), whose understood subject cannot refer to animals other than humans, whereas this is not 
necessarily the case in passives as illustrated in (17), where we see that the understood subject of the 
passive can refer to an animal. Similarly,  (16b) is semantically anomalous because it involves a verb 
that takes a non-human subject like howl, providing further evidence for the claim that impersonals 
need to receive an obligatory human interpretation. 
 
(16) a. Çayır-lar-da        koş-ul-ur.     b. #Dağ-larda                 ulu-n-uyor.  
            field-PL-LOC    run-PASS-AOR                     mountain-PL-LOC   howl-PASS-PROG              
           ‘People run in the fields’                ‘It is howled in the mountains.’ 
           (NOT: animals/creatures generally)   
 
(17) a. Sivrisinek adam-ı          ısır-dı.   b. Adam sivrisinek tarafından     ısır-ıl-dı.  
            mosquito  man-ACC    bite-PST             man    mosquito by                 bite-PASS-PST 
            ‘The mosquito bit the man.’         ‘The man was bitten by the mosquito.’ 
               (Turkish; Legate et al. To appear) 
 

As far as PL is concerned, it turns out that PL constructions pattern with passives rather than 
impersonals. (18) shows that, the thematic subject of these constructions does not necessarily bear a 
human interpretation. Therefore, a sentence like (18a) can be interpreted as referring to animals as well 
as humans as opposed to the case in Turkish. Likewise, a verb that takes a non-human subject can 
felicitously occur in these constructions as seen in (18b).  This provides evidence demonstrating that 
these constructions should be treated as passives rather than impersonals. 
 
(18) a. Yazi-s            çayir-epe-s           i-kaph-e(r)-n.       
            summer-loc   meadow-pl-loc    EPRV-run-TS-3sg 
           ‘One(=humans & animals) run in the meadows in summer.’ 
 
       b. Ğermaşe-pe-s                i-ki-e(r)-n.  
            mountain-PL-LOC       EPRV-howl-TS-3sg 
             ‘✓It is howled in the mountains.’  (no semantic anomaly) 
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The second piece of argument against the impersonal analysis comes from the fact that reflexive 
pronouns cannot be licensed in these constructions as seen in (19b). Based on the data in (19a), Öztürk 
& Taylan (2017) argue that there needs to be a binder in the external argument position of these 
constructions that licenses the Turkish loan reflexive pronoun çendi. However, this analysis seems to 
overlook certain significant facts: Firstly, the Laz origin reflexive pronoun ti-muşi is not licensed in 
these constructions as shown in (19b). Secondly, the reflexive pronoun kendi in Turkish is noted to 
have emphatic uses. (20) shows that although the reflexive suffix and the pronoun kendi are mutually 
exclusive in Turkish, when kendi is used emphatically, it exhibits a freer distribution, in that it can co-
occur in environments it would not otherwise. It seems that in (19a), too, çendi is used emphatically as 
in the case of Turkish.  

 
(19) a. Çendi    i-mskv-e-n.      b. (*Timuşi)    i-mskv-e-n.   
            self       EPRV-praise-TS-pres.3sg          self          EPRV-praise-TS-Pres.3sg 
            ‘One praises oneself (by oneself).’          ‘One doesn’t praise oneself.’ 

 
(20) a. Ali             (*kendi-ni)/kendi        yık-an-dı. 
            Ali.nom        self-acc / selfEMPH    wash-refl-Past.3sg 
            ‘Ali showered (by) himself.’         (Turkish; Göksel& Kerslake 2005) 
 

Lastly, there are reasons to believe that kendi in Turkish does not qualify as a canonical reflexive 
anaphor. Based on the fact that kendi can be coindexed with the matrix subject in (21), Mesut Meral 
(2013) argues that kendi does not qualify as a real reflexive pronoun subject to the locality constraints 
of binding principles but binding of anaphors can be explained as an A’ phenomenon in Turkish.  
Given these facts, Öztürk & Taylan’s argument that the EPRV is an impersonal pronoun acting as the 
binder of the reflexive çendi in (19a) turns out to be untenable. Instead, I argue that the EPRV is an 
expletive saturating the external argument position in these constructions, which are instances of 
passives.  
 
(21) Alik   [Ahmetj’in       kendik/jne     gül-düğ-ün]-ü                      sandı.  
       Ali      Ahmet-gen     self-dat         laugh-Compl-3Poss-Acc     think-PF 
      ‘Ali thought that Ahmet laughed at himself.’              (Turkish; Mesut Meral 2013) 
 

Arguing for a passive analysis for the above constructions requires checking if these constructions 
are compatible with an implied agent, as opposed to the case in unaccusatives or middles. Therefore, 
the questions that arise at this point is whether there is evidence showing the presence of an implied 
agent in these constructions and if so, if that implicit argument is syntactically projected or not.  

In order to answer the first part of the question, I apply the agentivity diagnostics proposed in the 
literature, which are taken to show the presence of an implied agent (See Bhatt & Pantcheva 2017 for 
an overview). These are about the compatibility with purpose clauses, agentive adverbials and 
instrumentals. The example in (22) shows that the relevant constructions can felicitously occur with all 
of them. This example also provides evidence against the middle voice head analysis for the EPRV (La 
Croix 2012) because it is noted in the literature that while passives pass the test of agentivity, middles 
usually cannot as shown in the examples in (23). 
 
(22) Ham metali          (matzindi oyapu  şeni) (kasite)             (çakaçut-te)      i-ndrikh-e(r)-n.  
         this   metal.nom   ring.nom  make  for     intentionally    hammer-instr   EPRV-bend-TS-3sg  
         ‘*This metal is being intentionally bent to make a ring with a hammer.’ 
 
(23) a. This bureaucrat was bribed (deliberately) (to avoid the draft). àPassive 
        b. This bureaucrat bribed easily (*deliberately) (*to avoid the draft)àMiddle 
           (Baker et al. 1989; cited by Bhatt & Pancheva 2017) 
 

Having shown that there is an implied agent in these constructions, the next question is about 
whether this implied argument is projected into syntax or not. There are two main lines of arguments 
regarding this issue in the literature. While Bhatt and Pancheva (2017) for instance conclude that 
passing the agentivity tests does not suffice to argue that the implied agent is syntactically projected, 
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Landau (2010) argues against this claim and suggests that implied agents of passives are syntactically 
projected. Following the latter kind of analysis, I argue that there is a syntactically projected argument 
in passives of PL and it is indeed the EPRV, which syntactically but not semantically saturates the 
external argument position in passive constructions as shown above.  

Before closing off this section, let me lastly discuss one prediction that the present analysis can 
possibly make. Note that the presence of the EPRV coincides with the presence of an implied agent in 
passives. In order to see that if there is really a correlation between the presence of the EPRV and that 
of an implied agent, one can make the prediction that when the EPRV does not occur, there is no 
implied agent. And this prediction seems to be borne out. In addition to passives, PL exhibits a second 
type of unaccusative pattern whereby the EPRV does not occur and where the thematic suffix is {-ur}  
as opposed to {-er} as in passive constructions as exemplified in (24). Note that these constructions 
appear to exhibit a hybrid behavior with respect to the agentivity tests in that only purpose clauses seem 
to be licensed. This led Öztürk & Taylan to argue that these constructions constitute a specific type of 
impersonals but crucially not unaccusatives. Based on this, they further argue that PL does not have any 
single argument verbs and agentive vP is omnipresent in PL.  

 
(24) Ham metali           (matzindi  oyapu  şeni)         (*kasite)          (*çakaçut-te)   ndrukh-u(r)-n.  
        this   metal.abs     (ring.abs    make  for  )          intentionally    hammer-instr   bend-TS-3sg  
        ‘*This metal is bending intentionally to make a ring with a hammer.’ 
 

However, it turns out that the type of purpose clauses these constructions are compatible with is 
restricted to generic ones like bending metal for making rings. If the purpose clause is changed to a 
more specific one as you see (25) to fix the drilled pot, the purpose clauses are rendered ungrammatical. 
Based on this, and also the fact that these constructions fail the tests of agency, I argue that the EPRV-
less unaccusative patterns in PL involve genuine unaccusative verbs. With this, the prediction that there 
is a correlation between the presence of the EPRV and that of an implied agent is shown to be borne 
out. Furthermore, the distribution of the EPRV is now fully accounted for as it is not a mystery as to 
why the EPRV does not occur with the thematic suffix {–ur}. This is simply because of the absence of 
the external argument position in these verbs. 
 
(25) a. Ham   metali         [tzukali     otzopxu    şeni]    *ndrukh-u(r)-n/ i-ndrikh-e(r)-n.  
            this    metali.abs    pot.abs     fix             for        bend-TS-3sg/EPRV-bend-TS-3sg 
          ‘*This metal is bending to fix the (drilled) pot. 
 
5. Implications & Predictions 

In this section, I discuss some of the predictions that the analysis proposed here correctly makes. 
Recall that the EPRV is argued to occupy the undergoer position in reflexives and unergatives and the 
external argument position in passives. Then, the prediction is that it can occupy both positions at the 
same time. And it seems that this prediction is borne out. The example in (26a) is a transitive clause. In 
(26b), the verb bears the thematic suffix {–er}, showing that the construction is passive. Also, the 
sentence bears a reflexive interpretation obligatorily in the absence of an overt reflexive pronoun, 
showing that theme and agent theta roles are assigned to the same referent. This means that we expect 
to see two different instances of the EPRV in this sentence, one in the undergoer, and the other in the 
external argument position. However, there is only one as seen in (26b). This comes as a result of the 
fact that there is an independent ban in PL on the occurrence of more than one pre-root vowels. This is 
shown in (27). (27a) is a transitive clause where there is not any pre-root vowel. (27b) is an instance of 
an high applicativization, which is marked on the verb with the pre-root vowel {-u}. Lastly, in (27) we 
see the causativized version of this sentence and it seems that the vowel {-u} cannot realize as it is 
overridden by the causative vowel {-o}. 

 
 (26) a. Ali-k       Amedi    mskv-am-s.    b. (*Timuşi)   i-mskv-e-n.  
            Ali-erg    Ahmet    praise-TS-Pres.3sg              self           EPRV-praise-TS-Pres.3sg 
            ‘Ali doesn’t praise Ahmet.’                       ‘One does not praise oneself.’ 
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 (27) a. Ma      dişka     p-çit-i.  (Transitive) 
            I.erg    wood    1sg-cut-PST.1sg 
           ‘I cut wood.’ 
 
         b.  Ma       koçi-s      dişka    v-u-çit-i.       (High Applicative; Pylkkänen 2008) 
              I.erg    man-dat   wood   1sbj-PRV-chop-PST.1sg 
              ‘I chopped wood for the man.’ 
 
          c. Nana-şkimi-k           ma      koçi-s         dişka       m-o-çit-ap-u. (Causative+High Applicative) 
              mother-my-erg    I.dat    man-dat    wood       1obj-PRV-chop-CausTrans-PST.3sg 
             ‘My mother made me chop wood for the man.’     (Demirok 2013) 
 

The second prediction is about whether certain arguments would yield intervention effects in terms 
of how reflexive interpretation arises. More specifically, it is predicted that the theme theta role will be 
assigned to or satisfied by the closest argument. This prediction also seems to be borne out. (28) shows 
an instance of the EPRV giving rise to a reflexive interpretation. (28b) is the causativized version of 
this sentence with a reflexive pronoun. Note that in (28b), the reflexive pronoun can be coindexed with 
either the subject or the causee argument. In (28c), on the other hand, co-indexation with the subject is 
not possible and the only binder in the sentence is the causee argument, that is the closest argument. 
 
 (28) a. Ali-k       i-tzam-u.  
            Ali-erg    EPRV-shoot-PST.3sg 
            ‘Ali shot himself.’ 
 
        b. Katili-k                 Ali-s          ti-muşi      o-tzam-ap-u.   
            murderer-erg        Ali-dat       self           PRV-shoot- CausTrans -PST.3sg 
           ‘The murdererj made Alii shoot himself i/j.’ 
 
         c. Katili-k       Ali-s       o-tzam-ap-u.  
             murderer    Ali-dat    PRV-shoot- CausTrans-PST.3sg 
             ‘The murdererj made Alii shoot himselfi/*j.’ 
 

Lastly, the analysis proposed here correctly predicts the existence of benefactive reflexives, where 
the external argument is understood to carry out an action for his/her own benefit as in (29).  

 
(29) Ali-k       oxori             i-kod-um-s.  
        Ali-erg    house.nom   EPRV-build-TS-3sg 
       ‘Ali is building a house for himself.’     
 

Following Pylkannen’s analysis (2008), I assume that these constructions constitute an instance of 
high applicatives, which relate an event with an individual. This relation is syntactically established by 
way of introducing the applied argument in the specifier position of the (High)Appl head, which takes 
an event as a complement. Semantically, the (High)ApplHead is introduces an argument and assign a 
benefactive theta role to it. With these assumptions, let me now walk you through how the EPRV gives 
rise to the desired reflexive interpretation. The derivation provided in (30) proceeds as follows: First the 
event denoting VP combines with the Appl head via Event Identification, and the Appl head also 
introduces the BENEFACTIVE role. At the next step, the EPRV is inserted in the SpecApplP and 
passes the denotation of its sister to its mother. Crucially, since the EPRV is semantically vacuous it 
cannot bear any thematic relation and the BENEFACTIVE role remains unsaturated. Instead, this role 
‘passes up in the tree’ via the application of certain semantic combinatory rules. It is first carried up to 
the ApplP via Function Application (between the EPRV and Appl’). And then, it passes up to the little 
v’ via Predicate Conjunction. Note that ApplP is an open predicate, hence of type <e,<st>>, which is 
the same type of little. This is the correct environment for Predicate Conjunction to apply because both 
expressions are of the same type. What is crucial for our purposes is that after the application of this 
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operation, the arguments of both AGENT and BENEFACTIVE roles are bound by the same variable. 
This is what gives rise to the reflexive interpretation associated with benefactive reflexives.  

 
 (30)                          vP 

λes. AGENT (Ali,e) Λ BENEFACTIVE (e, Ali) Λ build (a house, e) 
                                                3 

                DPAGT/BENF.      v’                      [via Predicate Conjunction] 
                      Ali                    AGENT/BENEFACTIVE 

                     ‘Ali’          λxe. λes. AGENT (x,e) Λ BENEFACTIVE (e, x) Λ build (a house, e) 
                         3 

                       ApplP                   v 
                                   BENEFACTIVE                           AGENT  
λye. λes.BENEFACTIVE (e, y) Λ build (a house, e)    λxe.λes. AGENT (x,e) 

                    3 
  EPRV               Appl’                                 [via Event Identification] 

     ‘i-’                  BENEFACTIVE  
     λP.P            λye. λes.BENEFACTIVE (e, y) Λ build (a house, e)  

                                        3 
            VP             Appl 
        5    BENEFACTIVE  

             oxori –kod–   λye.λes. BENEFACTIVE (e, y) 
                   ‘build a house’    
           λes. build (a house, e) 

 
6. Conclusion 

 In this study, I argued that EPRV is an argument saturating argument positions syntactically but 
not semantically due to its semantically void nature. It appears to lead to different kinds of valency 
changes by occupying different syntactic positions tough it is not a valency changing voice head. 
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